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ABSTRACTThis paper discussesseveral issuesin the numerical modelling of atmospheric
flow which have been left unresolved.Theseinclude the influence of partial model resolution offeatures that are representedin a model by only a few grid points and the implication of this inadequacyin terms of the parametrization of subgrid-scaleprocesses.
As a result of nonlinear interactions,this lack of resolution requires the introduction of
new parametrization techniquessuch as "backscatter", as well as an assessmentof the
predictability and parametrizability of atmosphericflows as a result of the limited spatial
resolution. Examples of theseissuesare presentedin the paper. Among the conclusionsis
that for large eddysimulationsa stochasticsubgrid-scaleparametrizationis needed,while
for well-definedsurfaceforced mesoscalesystemssuch as sea breezes,an ensemble-based
subgrid-scalerepresentationis adequate.Also introduced in this paper is an additional
physical realism to atmosphericmodels(i.e., the compressibilityeffect)which provides an
additional modellingdegree offreedom to internal and externallyimposedperturbations.
RESUMEOn examineplusieursproblemesde modelisationnumeriquede l'ecoulementatmospheriquequi sont encore sans solution. Parmi ceux-ci,I'influence de La resolution
partielle par Ie modele d'entites representeespar seulementquelquespoints de grille et
la repercussionde celIe insuffisanceen termes de parametragedes processusd'echelle
inferieure a la maille. A causedes interactionsnon lineaires, ce manquede resolutiondemandeI'introduction de nouvellestechniquesde parametrage,la «retrodiffusion»p. ex.,
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ainsi qu 'une evaluation de la possibilite de prevision et de parametrage des ecoulements atmospheriques tenant compte de la resolution spatia Ie limitee. Dans cet article on expose des
exemplesde ces problemes. On trouve qu 'un parametrage stochastique de I' echelle inferieure
il la maille est necessaire pour les simulations de grands tourbillons alors que pour des
systemes bien definis de mesoechelle forces par la surface, leis que les brises de mer, une
representation de l'echelle inferieure il la maille baste sur un ensemble est adequate. On
introduit aussi un realisme physique supplementaire dans les modeles atmospheriques (p.
ex., effet de compressibilite) qui fournit un degre de liberte supplementaire de modelisation
pour les perturbations internes et celles imposees de l'exterieur.

1 Introduction
There is a range of issues in numerical modelling of geophysicalflows which
has receivedincompleteattention.While there has beenconsiderableprogresson
the use of numericalmodels for the simulationof atmosphericflow on global to
turbulence scales,there are substantialresearchissuesthat remain.Theseinclude
the adequateunderstandingof a model's actual resolution with respectto its grid
intervals,accurateproceduresto representpartially and unresolvedscale features,
and the sensitivity of model results to these features as well as to initial and
boundaryconditions. In addition,the importanceof the mathematicalassumptions
that are made in the model, suchas the exclusionof soundwave effects,needsto
be assessed.
Specific examplesof each of theseissuesand suggestedproceduresto address
theseaspectsof numericalmodelling are presentedin this paper. With respectto
model resolution, a framework to define resolution in a model is presented.It is
shown that there are spatial and temporal scalesthat are partially resolved,such
that the dynamics and thermodynamicsinvolved with these scalesare explicitly
resolved,but the remainderof this influenceneedsto be parametrizedsince these
smaller scales cannot be representedusing the selectedgrid increments.The introduction of a stochastic-basedsubgrid parametrizationis shown to be a more
physically-basedformulation and is shown to be consistentwith the concept in
large eddy simulation modelling referred to as "backscatter".We also show that
strong boundaryforcing can substantiallyextendpredictability from what would be
expectedbasedon the more traditional evaluationof sensitivityto initial conditions.
Finally, compressibilityeffects are shownto permit a more physically accurate
representationof pressureadjustmentsin atmosphericflows. This concept also
provides an effective procedureto diagnosediabatic heating remotely using the
propagationof low frequencythermally-forcedcompressionwaves.
2 Resolution as related to grid increment
In the atmosphere, as discussed in the next several paragraphs by Pielke (1984),
there are spatial scales in which kinetic energy is being produced and scales in
which this kinetic energy is being dissipated into heat by molecular interactions. In
the first case, scales of motion are on the order of a hundred metres to thousands of
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kilometres,whereasthe size of motion significantlyaffectedby molecularinteractions is a centimetreor less.Somewherein betweenexist scalesof motion that are
not directly influencedby either molecular dissipationor the forces generatingthe
kinetic energyin the first place. Thus, it is expectedthat in this region the kinetic
energyper unit wavenumberper unit massasa functionof wavenumberE(k) is proportional to only the spatialscale of the motion (as specifiedby its wavenumber)
and by the rate at which energy is being removed at the much smaller scales.
Moreover,since kinetic energydoes not accumulateonce the larger-scaleforcing
is terminated,the energymust be transformedwith time into smallerand smaller
scalesof motion until they are of a centimetreor less in size and canbe removed
by molecularinteractions.From dimensionalarguments,if E(k) is dependentonly
on wavenumberand dissipationrate:
E(k) = af2/3k-5/31

where a is a proportionality constantand f has units of energyper unit time per
unit mass.This region,wherekinetic energyis independentof the original forcings
of the motion and of its dissipation by molecular viscosity,is called the inertial
subrange.This namearisesbecausethe advectiveterms (in this contexttheseterms
are also called the inertial terms) transferkinetic energyamong the components
of velocity as well as generatesmaller and smaller sizes of circulations. Lumley
and Panofsky(1964)haveprovided a detailed discussionof the transferof kinetic
energy by turbulence.Gage (1979), Tennekes(1978), Lilly (1983), and Moran
(1992, Chapter 2) discussedthe observedoccurrenceof sucha k-5/3 relation in
mesoscaleand largeratmosph.ericfeatures.
In a numericalmodel, however,this cascadeof energyto smallerscalescannot
occur becausethe smallestfeature that can be resolvedhas a wavelengthof two
times the grid spacing.If, for example,
<1>1= <1>0
COS kl~,

and

<1>2
= <1>0
COSk2&

representtwo waves in a model with amplitudes <1>0.
wavenumber kl and k2. and grid
increment of ~. then a nonlinear interaction between the two can be represented

by:
cl>JcI>2
= cI>~
cos kJ8x cos k28x

Of, using trigonometric identities,
1

2

<1>1<1>2
= :2 <1>0
[cos(k1 + k2)~

+ cos(k) -k2)~].

Thus, two waves result from this interaction with wavenumbers kl + k2 and k) -k2.

21ix
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TABLE

Result of nonlinear interaction of two waves.

Interactive
wavelengths
and 21ix21ix
and 41ix21ix
and 61ix21ix
and 81ix21ix
and IOIix

Should
produce

Will produce due to aliasing
Add a constant

to the entire

model

4Ax
3Ax

SAx
5Ax

Suppose,as an example,a 2Ax:and a 4Ax:wave interact (k] = 2n/2Ax:,k2 =
2n/4Ax:); the resultantwavesare given by:
<1>1
<1>2
= ~ <1>6
( cas 27t(~) ~ + cos27t( ~ ) ~ )
which correspondsto a 1.33& and a 4& wave. The latter size wave,of course,
canbe resolvedbut the 1.33& wavecannot.Insteadit will be fictitiously seenas a
4& since that size is the first integermultiple of ~& equalto n&, where n is also
an integerand n ~ 2. Wavesthat appearerroneouslyin this fashionare saidto have
aliasedor folded to longer wavelengths.As seenfrom the aboveequation,to have
aliasing, one of the waves must be less than 4& in length in order to generate
physical solutions less than 2&. Listed in Table 1 are examplesof wave-wave
interactionsthat will producealiasedwaves.
Figure 1 illustrateshowa 1.33& wavewould be misinterpretedasa 4& waveon
a computationalgrid. Evenif no 2& wavesare initially presentthey will be created
since the interactionof two 4& waveswill generatea 2& wave,whereaslonger
wave-wave interactionwill produce4& waves.Two interactivewaves,both with
2& wavelengthswill not produce a wave of 1& becauseidentical values will
result at each grid point. In this case the energy in the 1& wave will be seen
fictitiously as the addition of a constantvalue of energyto the model.
Thus, when wave interactionsoccur in the real world, smallerand larger wavelengthsresult. Eventually,the smallerwavesattaina size in which moleculardissipation can eliminate motion. In a numericalmodel, however,which has a discrete
grid, wavessmaller than2& are erroneouslyseenas larger-scalewaves.Theseerroneouslarger scalesinteractand again transfertheir energyto larger and smaller
scales.Becausethe proper cascadeof energyto smallerand smaller scalesis interrupted,a fictitious energybuildup occursas energycontinuesto be addedto the
model throughthe forcing terms, but with its dissipationimproperly represented.
Therefore,even if a computationalsolutiontechniqueis linearly stable,the results
can degradeinto physically meaninglesscomputationalnoise. Indeed,with many
computationalsolution schemes,this erroneousaccumulationof energycan cause
the model dependentvariablesto increasein magnitudewithout bound -an error
that is referredto as nonlinearinstability.
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<t>

Fig. I

Schematic illustration of how a physical solution with a wavelength of 1.33Ax, caused by the
nonlinear interaction of waves of 2Ax and 4Ax in length, is seen as a computational 4Ax wave
in the computational grid (from Pielke, 1984).

Wavelengths less than 4Ax are required for aliasing to occur. As shown in Pielke
(1984), Derickson (1992), and discussed in Pielke (1991) and Laprise (1992), such
short waves are inadequately resolved on a computation grid and even in the linearized equations are poorly represented in terms of amplitude and/or phase. For
these reasons, and because they are expected to cascade to even smaller scales
anyway, it is desirable to remove these waves.
There are two methods to accomplish this task:
(I) by the proper parametrization of the subgrid-scale correlation terms (i.e., «,
~,
etc. where u~' and 9" are subgrid-scale velocity and potential temperature respectively) so that energy is extracted from the averaged equations in a
manner consistent with reality; or
(2) by the use of a spatial smoother (also referred to as a filter) which removes the
shortest waves, but leaves the longer ones relatively unaffected.
The first method is the most attractive, of course, because it is based on fundamental physical concepts. Unfortunately, however, except for models with fine-scale
grid increments in all three spatial directions (e.g., Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
models) only the vertical subgrid-scale correlation terms are reasonably well known
and can be parametrized accurately in terms of the dependent variables. Moreover,
even for LES models, as discussed in Section 3, the subgrid-scale terms must include the influence of stochastic downscaling of kinetic energy. Horizontal subgrid
mixing in larger-scale models can be estimated only crudely since the horizontal
averaging scale in such models is typically much larger than the vertical scale (i.e.,
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Ax ~ L\y » fj.z). Moveover, there has been little theoretical or observational studies
on the structure of horizontal mixing over heterogeneous ground surfaces.
There is the additional complication that even for wavelengths equal to or greater
than 2Ax, depending on what data points are sampled at any given time step, only
a fraction of the wave is often resolved, as shown in Fig. 2. The remaining fraction
at that time period would need to be parametrized. This fraction will vary over
time, and is a partial explanation as to why a "backscatter" parametrization has
been proposed in LES models (see Section 3 of the paper). As seen in Fig. 2, for
a 2Ax feature, up to 64% could be resolved at any time, but the fraction resolved
can be zero. Even for a 6Ax feature, at least 4% of the influence of the wave would
need to be parametrized.
One approach to explore is the use of spatial-averaged numerical solution techniques (e.g., such as the type proposed by Tanguay et al., 1992 and Derickson,
1992) in order to further minimize the influence of these smallest-scale resolved
waves. Similarly, the intrinsic skill of semi-Lagrangian solution methods, such as
that discussed by Robert (1982) and Staniforth and Cote (1991), in which numerical phase and amplitude accuracy are consistent in terms of skill with each other,
minimizes the influence of these short spatial scales. (Although the influence of
these shorter waves on a model result are lost.)
The main conclusion from this analysis is that, while it is generally recognized
that spatial features less than a model grid increment must be parametrized, there
has been insufficient study as to whether an ensemble-based or stochastic subgridscale parametrization should be used. Also, even for features larger than a grid
increment a portion of a modelled feature must still be parametrized, and this
portion will vary in time and space.

3 Ensemble versus realization-based subgrid-scale parametrizations in
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of microscale atmospheric flows
a Definition of LES and its use in numerical modelling of geophysicalflows
In the previous section,it has beendemonstratedthat a fraction of a feature with
a wavelengthequal to or greater than 2Ax still needsto be parametrized.This
technique may be fulfilled by a technique called the backscattermethod. This
methodis discussedin this sectionon the LES of atmosphericflows.
Numerical simulation of atmosphericflow on the microscaleis of practicalinterestin a numberof applications.Examplesare estimationof loads on buildings,
bridges and sites of wind turbines in complex terrain, as well as the interaction
betweenthe atmosphereand the naturalland surfaceincluding vegetationand the
ocean.Theseapplicationsrequire a detailedknowledgeof the turbulentcharacteristics of the flow. In LES, a fine resolutionallows an explicit descriptionof the
large eddies,from production scale and into the inertial subrange.In the interior
of the flow, the resolvededdies accountfor most of the turbulentkinetic energy,
and the resultshave traditionally beenassumedto be insensitiveto the turbulence
model describingthe subgrid-scalestresses(SGS).Simple eddy-viscosityclosures,
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describingthe SGS stressesas deterministicfunctions of the resolvedfields have
therefore been chosen. Such a formulation is referred to as an ensemble-based
parametrizationbecausegiven the samevalue of the resolved dependentvariable
yields the samesubgrid-scaleparametrizationresults.
LES applicationsinclude representationsof meteorologicaleventssuchas downbursts,thunderstormsor tornadoes.This canbe done with a mesoscalemodel with
nestedgrids, as shown by Nicholls et al. (1993) and Costigan(1992). Within the
restricted areaof the fine grid, it is an open questionwhethereddieswith the appropriate lengthscaleswill form as a featurepropagatesfrom a coarserto finer grid
mesh. Another problem,perhaps not so important,is aliasing when the fine-grid
meshwavesenterthe coursegrid, where they are resolvedonly as very shortwave
features.
Most structuresof engineering interest are located in the surfacelayer. Here,
the basic assumptionsfor an LES are particularly hard to satisfy,since the size
of the eddiesbecomesmalleras the surfaceis approached.Typically, the vertical
grid spacing is reducedtowards the surface in order to describethe quasi twodimensionalshear. Description of the three-dimensionaleddies is still restricted
by the horizontal grid spacing,however,which is usually chosento describethe
energy-containingeddies well abovethe ground. One may therefore expectproblems in the surfacelayer. Less of the eddiesare resolvedand the SGS eddiesare
not necessarilyin the inertial subrange.A simple eddy viscosity closure would
be expectedto have shortcomingsin this region, except very close to the surface
where productionand dissipationare in balance.
Mason and Thomson (1992) have addressedthis problem and have developed
supplementsto the traditional (Smagorinsky, 1963) parametrizationof subgrid
fluxes in the neutral turbulent boundarylayer. This supplementinvolved the introduction of a stochasticcontributionto the subgrid scale which is referredto as
backscatter.
b The Smagorinsky subgrid model
In LES, a filter operation in space (here denoted by an overbar) is applied to the governing equations. For the neutral turbulent boundary layer, the filtered momentum
equations can be approximated by:

aiij

-+
at

a

-iijiij"
ax

1 ap

= --po

a-+

Xi

a

+gAi3-a (-Lij + Tij) -f(Gj
Xj

Ljj = UiUj -Ui OJ
Tjj =

(-1
-UjUj

1+UjUj

1
+UjUj

--

-Ui)Eij3

(1)

(2)
I

)

(3)

Deviations from the filtered values are denoted by primes; ui is the vector velocity,
p is pressure, Po is the basic state density (function of height only), Gj is the
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geostrophic wind, g is the gravitational constant, LIj is the Leonard stress (the
difference between filtered and true grid-scale inertial terms), and Tlj is the true
subgrid stress.
Leonard (1974) showed that the Leonard stress term is a significant part of the
total drain of turbulent kinetic energy. This term can be estimated by application
of a filter operation, but is usually either ignored or absorbed into the modelling
ofTIJ.
The Smagorinsky model for the subgrid stress tensor is an ensemble-basededdyviscosity closure:
(
TIj

=

K

diii
aXj

+

diiJ"
ax;

(4)

)

1C= Ps

(5)
2

diij

diij"+-

dXj

dXj

(6)

In this fonnulation, the same distribution of iij results in an identical value of'Tij
as long as I is specified as described below. Lilly (1967) relates the subgrid mixing
length scale, I to a filter scale If by:

If = tiCs

(7)

which usually is taken as a typical grid spacing.
Theoretical estimates indicates that Cs should be around 0.2. In practice, Cs is
chosen to control numerical noise, and to match observations of turbulence levels
in experiments.
For simulations of the neutral turbulent boundary layer, Mason and Thomson
(1992) have used the following matching towards the lower boundary with an
aerodynamic roughness, z,,:

In

=
l~

+

(K(Z + Zo))n

(8)

10 is the free-stream subgrid mixing length:
10 = Cs(AxAyL\z)1/3

(9)

for a typical grid spacing well abovethe ground.
This forces the subgrid mixing length towardsPrandtl's suggestedvalue as the
lower boundaryis approached,where most of the stressshouldbe providedby the
subgrid model. Diffusion of scalarsare treatedin a similar way.
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c Discussion of a stochasticsubgrid-scaleparametrizationin LES
Leslie and Quarini (1979) examinedthe usefulnessof the classicalsubgrid turbulenceclosuresfor LES, by analysisin Fourierspaceof homogeneous
isotropicflow.
Different filters for turbulencespectrawere usedto estimatethe eddy viscosity for
different wavenumbers.
The main conclusionsfollow.
-The eddy viscosity is reasonablyconstantfor different wavenumbers,but is in
error for the long waves.
-The Leonard stressaccountsfor typically 14% of the total drain of turbulent
kinetic energy.
-In caseswith anisotropicgrid-scaleturbulence,the classicalsubgridmodelshould
work well in the flow interior given that the subgrid turbulenceis isotropic.
-The estimationof the dissipationfrom the grid-scale strain shouldbe basedon
a statisticalor volume averageratherthan the instantaneousvalues.
-Modelling the gross drain and the backscatterseparatelyis recommended.
Backscatteris the return of someof the turbulentkinetic energy from the subgrid scalesto the grid scales.In wavenumberspace,this is seenas interactions
betweensubgrid-scaleand grid-scale waves,as discussedin Section 1 of this
paper. In physicalspacethis can be seenas fluctuations in the subgrid stresses.
Mason and Thomson (1992) have shown that in LES of the neutral turbulent
boundary layer with the Smagorinskymodel, the solution lacks resolvedstresses
in a matching region, where subgrid and resolvedstressesare comparable.They
assumethat this lack of resolved stressis causedby the deterministic (i.e., ensemble)evaluationof the subgrid stress(from the filtered velocities);a conclusion
that is supportedby the argumentsof Leslie and Quarini (1979). The method of
stochasticbackscatterhas beenproposedto provide a more realistic parametrization of subgrid-scaleeffects.This techniquepermits a representation
of the variable
amount of a wave that is resolved at any time, as discussedin Section2 of this
paper. (In this context, while we will continue to refer to subgrid-scaleeffects;
more accuratelywe are parametrizing"non-resolvableeffects" which include subgrid spatial scales(up to 2&) and the portion of a wave larger than 2& that is
not resolved at any given time step.)
Supportedby dimensionaland statistical arguments,it is assumedthat the turbulentkinetic energy backscatterrate is:
(10)
where E is the resolved energy, CB is the constant of proportionality, f is the
dissipation rate and O'aiis the standard deviation of the random acceleration a;. L\t
is the time step.
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Omitting subgrid transportprocesses,this backscatteris equal to the difference
betweensubgrid turbulent energyproductionand dissipation.

aE =
at

KS2 -f

(11)

The time scale of the fluctuations are of the order of the viscous stability limit on
the time step. In the application of the backscatter technique the exact magnitude
of this time scale is ignored, and accelerations are added for every second time
step.
The procedure for inclusion of stochastic backscatter is:
(I) Generate three 3-D random velocity fields with zero mean.
(2) Scale amplitudes with position-dependent scale factors based on Eqs (10) and
(II), also taking into account the loss of variance in the filter and curl operation.
(3) Filter the fields with a I :2: I filter in all three directions.
(4) Take curl to obtain non-divergent fields. These accelerations are added into the
tendencies.
A similar procedure is used for the scalar diffusion, except that the scalar flux
is obtained by taking the divergence of the random flux vector field.
Chasnov (1991) has estimated CB to be 1.4. A series of simulations (Mason and
Thomson, 1987) suggests that n = 2 in Eq. (8) is the optimum value.
Tests with the Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (RAMS; Pielke et al.,
1992; Nicholls et al., 1995) show an improvement for LES modelling of the neutral
static stability planetary boundary layer when the stochastic backscatter technique
is utilized. The model has been run with a grid consisting of 50 x 50 x 50 nodes,
with horizontal grid spacing 20 m. The vertical grid spacing increases from 1 m at
the ground to 40 m in the upper region. Using this limited domain in an attempt
to resolve eddies just above the surface layer, some production-scale mechanisms
are not, however, described.
The stochastic backscatter scheme has been implemented somewhat differently
than reported by Mason and Thomson (1992). Using a I :2: I filter and taking the curl
on a grid with different horizontal and vertical grid spacing can lead to anisotropy
of the backscatter. This (sometimes desired) anisotropy could be controlled by
applying a different vertical filter. In the first tests with RAMS, a triangular filter
with the same shape and width as the horizontal filter is used before evaluating the
curl. Figures 3 to 5 show the velocity variances without backscatter, normalized
with respect to the friction velocity squared obtained in the same simulation. The
u variance has a high peak near the surface. Mason and Thomson (1992) explain
this as the model's lack of turbulent kinetic energy transfer from u to the other
velocity components in the unresolved small eddies near the surface.
Figures 6 to 8 show velocity variances with backscatter. The geostrophic drag
coefficient is 1.60 x 10-3, which is lower than the value of 1.89 x 10-3 in the
Mason and Thomson (1992) simulations. Without backscatter Mason and Thomson
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(1992)obtaineda geostrophicdrag coefficient of 1.41 x 10-3. This lower value is
probablycausedby the modificationof the vertical filter. Theseresultsare preliminary (half-hour averageon a still evolving flow), so a detailed comparisonwith
the Mason and Thomsonresults cannot yet be made. It is, however,encouraging
to note that the peak on the u varianceis more realistic and that the profiles above
the surfacelayer look reasonable.
The results of this Section demonstratethat the details of the subgrid-scale
parametrizationcritically influenceLES results. An ensemblebasedsubgrid-scale
representationis not adequate;rather than stochastic-based
parametrizationmust
be usedso that the variable percentof resolvedfeaturesat any given time stepcan
be representedin a statistical mannerin termsof the subgrid-scaleparametrization.
d Future work
The optimism about future applications of LES and the recent successof the
stochasticbackscattermodel is expectedto encouragefurther efforts in this area.
Developmentsare expectedboth in the basic formulationof LES, the Smagorinsky
modeland supplementsto the Smagorinskymodel suchasthe stochasticbackscatter
method.Basedon the recommendations
given in the reviewedpapers,the following
topics seemto be of particularinterest:
-Examination of the Leonard stressterm. Should this term be evaluatedexplicitly by a filter operation, or can this term be successfullymodelled by the
Smagorinskymodel?
-A filtering/averagingoperationwhenevaluatingtotal deformationversusinstantaneouspoint values (Smagorinskymodel).
-Correct time and space scales of the random accelerationsin the stochastic
backscattermethod.
-Empirical correctionsfor deficienciesnear the boundaries.
-Usefulness of nestedgrids in LES, andpossiblecouplingof meso-andrnicroscale
simulations.
4 Predictability and parametrizability of geophysicalflows
In the previous section,the backscattermethod in LES modelling has been discussed.Another important issue in numericalmodelling (including LES) of geophysical flows is their predictability. For the subgrid parametrizationin numerical
models,an importantissueis the parametrizabilityof the subgridprocesses,which
is related to the predictability of these processes.The conceptof chaos is also
closely relatedto the predictability of a flow.
In numericalmodelling of geophysicalflows, appropriateboundaryconditions
and model parametersneed to be determined. In general,the predictability of
geophysicalflows in these numerical simulationsdependson not only the initial
conditions but also boundaryconditions and model parameters.Just as the initial
conditions cannotbe determinedaccuratelyfor a complicatedsystemsuchas the
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atmosphere and the oceans, the boundary conditions and model parameters cannot
be determined accurately. However, uncertainties in boundary conditions and model
parameters introduce uncertainties at every moment rather than just at the beginning
of the integration of the governing equations of the system. Boundary conditions,
of course, can also enhance predictability by continuously reinforcing the system.
In order to demonstrate that strong boundary forcing can substantially extend predictability from what would be expected based on the more traditional evaluation of
sensitivity to initial conditions, we discuss the interaction between inhomogeneous
surfaces and convective boundary layer turbulence. Using RAMS, systematic twodimensional numerical simulations are performed (Zeng and Pielke, 1993, 1995a,
b). The surface consists of alternating water and land strips with strip size L, and
the large-scale wind U ranges from 0 to 9 m S-I. Figure 9 shows the time-averaged
RMSC(w)/RMSP(w) as a function of the large-scale wind U and the patch size L.
RMSC(w) is the signal of the vertical velocity defined as the root-mean-square
(RMS) difference of w between time t and the initial time in the control run, and
RMSP(w) is the noise of the vertical velocity defined as the RMS of w in a perturbed run (i.e., with initial perturbations) from the control run (i.e., without initial
perturbations). The ratio of RMSC( w )/RMSP( w), i'( w), representsthe predictability
of w; i.e., when i'(w) is greater than unity, w is predictable while w is unpredictable
when i'(w) is less than unity.
It is seen from Fig. 9 that i'(w) is greater than unity in most parts of the parameter
space. It is also found that i'(w) reaches a maximum between L = 10 and 20 km,
and i'(w) decreases with L for L ?: 10 km. For instance, i'(w) is usually less than
unity when L is less than 5 km; however, i'(w) is larger than 10 when L is between
10 and 20 km. In other words, in contrast to the homogeneous case (i.e., L = 0),
boundary forcing (i.e., mesoscale circulations due to horizontal differential heating
over inhomogeneous surface) significantly increases the predictability of w. For
L = 150 km with small wind, i'(w) is less than unity. The reason is that, when L is
large, except near the coastal region, the domain is dominated by boundary-layer
turbulence, just like the homogeneous case.
The actual vertical velocity fields in the control and perturbed simulations are
shown in Fig. 10 for the case with U = 7 m S-I and L = 70 km. It is seen that the
w field in the control simulation is very close to that in the perturbed simulation
due to strong surface modulation. Because the updraft in the convergence zone
provides a favourable condition for the development of convection, and the location
of the convergence zone is unchanged from the control simulation to the perturbed
simulation, the possible initiation location of convection due to the converge:1ce
zone is actually predictable in Fig. 10, as subjectively concluded in Pielke (1974).
In contrast, the initiation location of convection over a homogeneous surface is
unpredictable.
An important conclusion from this Section is that atmospheric features that are
strongly forced by well-resolved spatially structured forcing can be adequately
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Fig. 9

The time-averaged RMSC(w)/RMSP(w) as a function of the large-scale wind U and the patch
size L. Values that are less than unity are shaded. The isolines are drawn with values of I, 5,
10, 20 and 30. and the maximum (minimum) value is 49.2 (0.45).

representedusing an ensemblebasedsubgrid-scaleparametrization.A stochastic
subgrid-scalerepresentation,suchas the "backscatter"for LES modelling neednot
be used for these strongly forced atmosphericsystems.
5 The influence of compressibility in the presence of diabatic heating
In this Section,we addressanotherissue in numericalmodelling of atmospheric
flow, i.e., the compressibility of the atmosphere.This geophysicalprocess (i.e.,
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Fig. 10

The venical velocity field at time t = 8 hours after sunrise for the case with L = 70 km and
U = 7 m s-i. The location of water strips is indicated by heavy lines on the x-axis, and
negative velocities are represented by dotted contours. The unit of the contour values is
10-3 m s-I, and the contour interval is 0.06 m s-i. (a) Control simulation, and (b) Perturbed simulation.
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compressibility)has generally been ignored in atmosphericmodelling. When an
air parcelis heatedthe pressureincreasesand the parcel expands,while the adjacent region is compressed.This results in a compressionwave which propagates
away from the heated region at the speedof sound.The amplitudesof the pressure perturbationand air motions associatedwith thesewavesare very small for
typical diabatic heating rates that occur naturally in the atmosphere.Moreover,
these thermally-inducedacousticmodeshave very low frequencieswhich makes
it difficult to detectthem. Numericalmodelling studiesof thunderstormstypically
use soundproofequationsor neglectterms which allow the existenceof thermallyinducedacousticmodes.Interestin thesewaveslies in the physicalinterpretationof
mass adjustmentand total energytransferproducedby diabatic effects and, more
practically, in the possibility of observing them, which could result in a new passive detectiontechniquefor determiningthe locationand intensityof thunderstorms
(Pielke et al., 1993).
Recentnumericalmodelling studieshaveinvestigatedsome of the propertiesof
thermal compressionwavesusing a fully compressiblemodel(Nicholls and Pielke,
1994a,b). Nicholls and Pielke (1994b)discussa two-dimensionalsimulationof a
heatedland surface that is surroundedby ocean.For this simulationthere are 150
horizontal grid points and 25 vertical grid points. The horizontal grid increment
is 50 km and the vertical grid incrementis 1 km. A heat source of magnitude0.001
K S-I is prescribedat the central20 grid points and at the lowestlevel above
the surface.It is applied for 1 h after which it is turnedoff. The simulationis then
run for a further 1 h. Figures 11a, b, c, d and e, show the horizontal mass flux,
vertical massflux, perturbationtemperature,perturbationpressureand perturbation
density,respectively,at t = 900 s. Sea-breezecirculationshave begunto develop
at the coasts(in this and subsequent
figuresthe land is indicatedby the broad solid
line). However, broader deeperregions of off-shore flow are evident which are
propagatingat the speedof sound.These regions are propagatinginland as well
as offshore. The vertical mass flux is strongestwithin the sea-breezecirculations.
However,there is a deep region of weak upward motion abovethe land surface
associatedwith thermal compressionwaves.The upwardmassflux due to thermal
compressionwaves is much weaker than the horizontal flux (note that different
contour intervals are used). The upward propagatingacousticmode produced by
the low-level heatingresults in an adjustmenttowardshydrostaticbalance(Nicholls
and Pielke, 1994b;Bannon,1995).The surfacetemperatureoverland hasincreased
uniformly. The perturbationpressureis positive everywhere;however,relative surface lows occurjust onshore.The positive pressureperturbationsextendoff shore
and delineatethe position of the compression-wave
front. The perturbationdensity
has increasedexterior to the heatsource.The contourintervalusedis too small to
showthe variationwithin the heatsourceregion,but it is similar, thoughof opposite
sign, to the perturbationtemperature.Although the densityhasdecreasedover the
centreof the land at low levels owing to an upwardmassflux, the surface-pressure
perturbationsare still positive at this time.
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Resultsfor the heatedland surface at t = 900 s. (a) Horizontal massflux; the contour interval is 0.02 kg m-2 S-I. (b) Vertical massflux; the contour interval is 0.002 kg m-2 s-l.
(c) Perturbationtemperature;the contour interval is 0.2 K. (d) Perturbationpressure;the contour interval is 8 Pascals.(e) Perturbationdensity; the contour interval is 60 x 10-6 kg m-3.
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Results for the heated land surface at t = 3600 s. (a) Horizontal mass flux. The contour interval
is 0.04 kg m-2 S-I. (b) Vertical mass flux. The contour interval is 0.006 kg m-2 s-i. The
label scale is 104. (c) Perturbation temperature. The contour interval is 0.4 K. (d) Perturbation
pressure. The contour interval is 16 Pascals. (e) Perturbation density. The contour interval is
80 x 10-6 kg m-3. The label scale is 106.
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Fig. 13 Resultsfor the heatedland surfaceat t = 7200s. (a) Perturbationtemperature.(b) Perturbation
pressure.The contour interval is 16Pascals.(c) Perturbationdensity. The contour interval is
60 x 10-6 kg m-3. The label scale is 106.

Figures 12a,b, c, d and e showthe horizontal massflux, verticalmassflux, perturbation temperature,perturbationpressureand perturbationdensity,respectively,
at t = 3600 s. Note that the contourintervalshave beenincreasedfrom thoseused
at t = 900 s. The sea-breezecirculationshave strengthenedconsiderably,the surface temperaturehas continuedto increase,and the surfacepressurehasdecreased
overthe whole of the land surface.The perturbationdensityshowsrelativelystrong
positive perturbationsat the top of the sea-breezecirculationupdrafts.
After an hour the heating is terminated.Figures 13a,b and c showthe perturbation temperature,perturbationpressureand perturbationdensity,respectively,at
t = 7200 s. The perturbationtemperaturefield is very similar to that an hour earlier. The perturbationpressurefield showsthat two oppositelymoving compression
waveshave formed, leaving an enhancedregion of low pressureat the centre of
the domaincomparedwith an hour earlier. The on-shoredirectedpressuregradient
continuesto drive sea-breezecirculations (not shown). The perturbationdensity
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within the compressionwavesis largestnear the surface.The strongestperturbations occur within the heatedregion and in the sea-breezecirculations.The horizontally propagatingcompressionwavesare Lamb waveswith massand pressure
fields in hydrostaticbalance.
Latent heat release within thunderstormscan be expectedto be a source of
thermal compressionwaves.The amplitude of the perturbationsassociatedwith
thesewavesshould be directly relatedto the latent heatrelease.It may be possible
to detectthesewaveshundredsof kilometres from the thunderstormusing arrays
of infrasounddetectors.Preliminary simulationssuggestthat a rapidly developing
convective cell would result in a pressurejump of RiO.O2mb at Ri200km from
a thunderstorm.The time scale for the pressurejump to occur should be approximately the time taken for an intenseconvective cell to develop (Ri20 minutes).
Due to the spatialand temporal variability of latent heatreleasein thunderstorms
one would expectthere also to be considerablehigher frequencycomponentsof
the signal superimposedon this low frequencycomponent.It is possible that these
higher frequencycomponentshave alreadybeenobservedin the studiesby Beasley
et al. (1976) and Bedard et al. (1986). Numerical modelling studiescould provide
valuable information on the power spectraof thermally-inducedinfrasoundwaves
emanating
them. . from thunderstormsand aid in the designof infrasoundarraysto detect
6 Conclusions
This paper discusses several issues in the numerical modelling of atmospheric flow
which have been left unresolved. These include the influence of partial model resolution of features that are represented in a model by only a few grid points and
the implication of this inadequacy in terms of the parametrization of subgrid-scale
processes. As a result of nonlinear interactions, this lack of resolution requires
the introduction of new parametrization techniques such as "backscatter", as well
as an assessmentof the predictability and parametrizability of atmospheric flows
as a result of the limited spatial resolution. Examples of these issues are presented in the paper. Among the conclusions is that for large eddy simulations a
stochastic subgrid-scale parametrization is needed, while for well-defined surfaceforced mesoscale systems such as sea breezes, an ensemble-based subgrid-scale
representation is adequate. Also introduced in this paper is an additional physical
realism to atmospheric models (i.e., the compressibility effect) which provides an
additional modelling degree of freedom to internal and externally imposed perturbations.
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